A Bibliography of Collected Works and Correspondence of Mathematicians by Rockey, Steven W.







This bibliography was developed over many years of work as the Mathemat-
ics Librarian at Cornell University. In the early 1970’s I became interested
in enhancing our library’s holdings of collected works and endeavored to
comprehensively acquire all the collected works of mathematicians that I
could identify. To do this I built up a file of all the titles we held and
another file for desiderata, many of which were out of print. In 1991 the
merged files became a printed bibliography that was distributed for free.
The scope of the bibliography includes the collected works and correspon-
dence of mathematicians that were published as monographs and made
available for sale. It does not include binder’s collections, reprint collec-
tions or manuscript collections that were put together by individuals, de-
partments or libraries. In the beginning I tried to include all editions, but
the distinction between editions, printings, reprints, translations and now
e-books was never easy or clear. In this latest version I have supplied the
OCLC identification number, which is used by libraries around the world,
since OCLC does a better job connecting the user with the various ver-
sion than I possibly could. In some cases I have included a title that has
an author’s mathematical works but have not included another title that
may have their complete works. Conversely, if I believed that a complete
works title contained significant mathematics among other subjects, I have
included it.
From antiquity through the nineteenth century only a relatively small num-
ber of people made almost all of the important advances in mathematics,
and collected works volumes exist for most of them. By the twentieth
century more people were producing mathematics and the number of col-
lected works proliferated. Collected works allow the researcher, historian
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or librarian to have much of the important literature available in a conve-
nient and compact form. Sometimes collected works are the only way to
find articles which were originally published in titles that are scarcely held
even in the most comprehensive libraries. Collected works are often very
useful in deciphering obscure citations. The best collected works may also
include unpublished papers, correspondence, commentaries, translations,
biographies, bibliographies, etc. that are unavailable anywhere else.
The building of the bibliography progressed in a serpentine and serendip-
itous fashion. As I perused catalogs, bibliographies, histories and biogra-
phies I would add any new titles I discovered. I also made systematic
searches of various union catalogs and national bibliographic databases by
appropriate subjects, titles and authors. The old RLIN database, which
no longer exists, was very useful. MathSciNet has been most useful in
verifying the existence and exact citation for titles not held at Cornell.
The article by S. D. Chatterji ”On the publication of collected or selected
works” (Jahrbuch Uberblicke Mathematik , 1985, pp.183-195), is an excel-
lent reference which explains the value of collected works for mathematics
and points out the lack of a comprehensive bibliography.
In 1997 I began to work with Albert Lewis who was preparing a revised
and expanded electronic version of J.W. Dauben’s book, ”The History of
Mathematics from Antiquity to the Present: A Selective Bibliography ,”
which was published by the American Mathematical Society in 2000 on
a disc. He invited me to contribute my bibliography of collected works
for “Section II: Source Materials; Collected Papers and Correspondence”
in the updated Dauben bibliography. In the course of preparing and up-
dating my bibliography I expanded the scope to include mathematicians’
correspondence to parallel the original scope of Dauben’s section that listed
collected works.
The decision whether or not to include a particular author in this bibliog-
raphy has sometimes been difficult. I tried to make the distinction based
on the mathematical contents of the title listed rather than on an arbitrary
label of the author’s profession (astronomer, physicist, etc.). MathSciNet
and MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive were often consulted to
help make the decision. I have generally taken a broad view of mathemat-
ics, including statistics and applied mathematics. In some cases, titles that
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appeared by bibliographic description to be collected works upon exami-
nation turned out to be biographies, bibliographies, festschrifts, conference
proceeding or some other sort of collection. In other cases the bibliographic
description gave no clue, and only an in-hand examination revealed the title
to be an author’s collected works or correspondence.
This bibliography first appeared on the Cornell University Mathematics
Library Web Page in May of 1996. A major upgrade with numerous addi-
tions and corrections took place in November 2000. Another version was
posted in December 2006. Difficulty in updating the Web version kept it
essentially static until 2017 when a revised and enhanced version was made
available.
Over the years a number of individuals have provided a wide range of
invaluable suggestions for additions and corrections to this bibliography.
Some people have provided single bits of information and others have had
more extensive input. The result you see here is more complete and accu-
rate because of their gracious help. I am especially grateful for the help
David Ruppert gave me in converting the Excel file to LaTeX.
My initial ambition was to improve Cornell’s holdings of collected works of
mathematicians. At this final stage, Cornell University Library holds 992
of the 1082 titles I was able to identify with imprints through 2017.
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Author Abbe, Ernst Carl, 1840-1905






Author Abel, Niels Henrik, 1802-1829











Author Abu Kamil Shuja ibn Aslam, 850-930
Title Algebra of Abu Kamil: Kitab fi al-Jabr wa’l-mugabala
Place Madison
Publisher University of Wisconsin Press
Date 1966
OCLC ID 337743
Author Adams, John Couch,1819-1892






Author Adams, John Frank, 1930-1997
Title Selected works of J. Frank Adams
Place Cambridge
Publisher Cambridge University Press
Date 1992
OCLC ID 28415621
Author Ahlfors, Lars Valerian, 1907-1996





Author Ajima, Naonabu, 1739-1798
Title Ajima Naonobu zenshu
Place Tokyo
Publisher Fuji Tanki Daigaku Shuppanbu, Showa 41
Date 1966
OCLC ID 17232052
Author Akahira, Masafumi, 1945-





Author Akaike, Hirotsugu, 1927-2009





Author Akivis, Maks Aizikovich, 1923-






Author Albanese, Giacomo, 1890-1948





Author Albert, Abraham Adrian, 1905-1972
Title Collected mathematical papers
Place Providence, R.I.
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1993
OCLC ID 26397394
Author Aleksandrov, Aleksandr Danilovich, 1912-1999
Title Selected works : A.D. Alexandrov
Place Amsterdam
Publisher Gordon and Breach Publishers
Date 1996
OCLC ID 55044661
Author Aleksandrov, Aleksandr Danilovich, 1912-1999
Title Intrinsic geometry of convex surfaces
Place Boca Raton
Publisher Chapman & Hall/CRC
Date 2006
OCLC ID 44089180






Author Aleksandrov, Pavel Sergeevich, 1896-1982






Author Aleksandrov, Pavel Sergeevich, 1896-1982
Title Teoriia funktsii deistvitel’nogo peremennogo i teoriia topologicheskikh





Author Alembert, Jean Le Rond d’, 1717-1783
Title Opuscules mathematiques, ou Memoires sur different sujets de geometrie,











Author Alembert, Jean Le Rond d’, 1717-1783
Title Correspondance inedite de D’Alembert : avec Cramer, Lesage, Clairaut,
Turgot, Castillon, Beguelin, etc.
Place Rome
Publisher Imprimerie des Sciences mathematiques et physique
Date 1886
OCLC ID 20726324
Author Alexits, Gyorgy, 1899-1978






Author Alling, Norman L., 1930-
Title Collected papers of Norman Alling




Author Almgren, Frederick J., 1933-1997
Title Selected works of Frederick J. Almgren, Jr.
Place Providence, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1999
OCLC ID 40964679
Author Amitsur, Shimshon A., 1921-1994
Title Selected papers of S.A. Amitsur with commentary
Place Providence, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 2001
OCLC ID 47140704
Author Anderson, Theodore Wilbur,1918-
Title Collected papers of T. W. Anderson, 1943-1985
Place New York
Publisher John Wiley & Sons, Inc
Date 1990
OCLC ID 58641786
Author Andreotti, Aldo, 1924-1980
Title Selecta de opere di Aldo Andreotti
Place Pisa
Publisher Scuola normale superiore
Date 1982-1999
OCLC ID 13422253
Author Andrews, George E., 1938-
Title The selected works of George E. Andrews
Place London




Author Andronov, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich, 1901-1952
Title Sobranie trudov
Place Moskva
Publisher Izd-vo Akademii nauk
Date 1956
OCLC ID 999827
Author Angheluta, Theodor, 1882-1964
Title Opera matematica
Place Bucuresti
Publisher Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania
Date 1970
OCLC ID 1686548
Author Apollonius, of Perga, ca. 287-ca. 190 B.C.
Title Conics. Books I-III
Place Santa Fe, N.M.
Publisher Green Lion Press
Date 1998
OCLC ID 40099326
Author Apollonius, of Perga, ca. 287-ca. 190 B.C.
Title Conics. Book IV
Place Santa Fe, N.M.
Publisher Green Lion Press
Date 2002
OCLC ID 51260701
Author Apollonius, of Perga, ca. 287-ca. 190 B.C.
Title Conics, books V to VII : the Arabic translation of the lost Greek original





Author Apollonius, of Perga, ca. 287-ca. 190 B.C.
Title Apollonii Pergaei quae graece exstant cum commentariis antiquis
Place Lipsiae




Author Apollonius, of Perga, ca. 287-ca. 190 B.C.





Author Apostol, Tom M., 1923-2016





Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Oeuvres completes d’Archimede
Place Paris
Publisher Desclee, De Brouwer & cie
Date 1921
OCLC ID 4512466
Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.











Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Opere di Archimede
Place Torino




Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.





Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title The works of Archimedes : translated into English, together with Eutocius’
commentaries, with commentary, and critical edition of the diagrams
Place Cambridge
Publisher Cambridge University Press
Date 2004
OCLC ID 59310822
Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Opera omnia, cum commentariis Eutocii
Place Lipsiae
Publisher In aedibus B. G. Teubneri
Date 1880-81
OCLC ID 24188629
Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Opera omnia, cum commentariis Eutocii
Place Studgardiae
Publisher In aedibus B. G. Teubneri
Date 1972-
OCLC ID 809779
Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Archimede
Place Paris
Publisher Les Belles Lettres
Date 1970-72
OCLC ID 663848
Author Archimedes, ca. 287-212 B.C.
Title Obras escogidas
Place Madrid




Author Arf, Cahit, 1910-1997
Title Collected papers of Cahit Arf
Place s. l.
Publisher Turkish Mathematical Society
Date 1990
OCLC ID 29978799
Author Aristotle, 384-322 B.C.





Author Aristotle, 384-322 B.C.





Author Aristotle, 384-322 B.C.





Author Arnauld, Antoine, 1612-1694
Title Oeuvres de messire Antoine Arnauld
Place Bruxelles
Publisher Culture et Civilisation
Date 1964-1967
OCLC ID 3898689
Author Arnol’d, V. I. (Vladimir Igorevich), 1937-2010
Title Singularity theory : selected papers
Place Cambridge




Author Arnol’d, V. I. (Vladimir Igorevich), 1937-2010











Author Artin, Emil, 1898-1962
Title Collected papers
Place Reading, Mass
Publisher Addison-Wesley Pub. Co
Date 1965
OCLC ID 854532
Author Artin, Emil, 1898-1962





Author Artin, Emil, 1898-1962


















Author Aubert, Karl Egil, 1924-1991











Author Auslander, Maurice, 1926-1994
Title Selected works of Maurice Auslander
Place Providenc, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1999
OCLC ID 38409332
Author Babbage, Charles, 1791-1871
Title Mathematical papers
Place New York
Publisher New York University Press
Date 1989
OCLC ID 19497171
Author Bagnera, Giuseppe, 1865-1927
Title Opere
Place Palermo




Author Bai, Zhidong, 1943-
Title Advances in statistics proceedings of the conference in honor of





Author Baire, Rene, 1874-1932





Author Banach, Stefan, 1892-1945
Title Oeuvres, avec des commentaires
Place Warszawa
Publisher Edition scientifiques de Pologne
Date 1967-1979
OCLC ID 1614325
Author Barbilian, Dan, 1895-1961
Title Opera matematica
Place Bucuresti
Publisher Editura didactica si pedagogica
Date 1967-1970
OCLC ID 3941275
Author Barrow, Isaac, 1630-1677





Author Barrow, Isaac, 1630-1677






Author Barrow, Isaac, 1630-1677
Title Geometrical lectures of Issaac Barrow, with notes and proofs, and a discussion
on the advance made therein on the work of his predecessors in the infinitesimal
calculus, by J.M. Child
Place Chicago
Publisher Open Court Publishing Company
Date 1916
OCLC ID 1597942
Author Bartlett, M. S. (Maurice Stevenson), 1910-2002
Title Selected papers of M. S. Bartlett
Place Winnipeg
Publisher Charles Babbage Research Centre
Date 1989
OCLC ID 20259023
Author Bartlett, M. S. (Maurice Stevenson), 1910-2002





Author Battaglini, Giuseppe, 1826-1894
Title Giuseppe Battaglini : raccolta di lettere (1854-1891)












Author Baur, Carl Wilhelm von, 1820-1894





Author Bayer i Isant, Pilar, 1946-
Title Selecta Pilar Bayer
Place Barcelona
Publisher Universidad de Barcelona
Date 2016
OCLC ID 958060442
Author Bellman, Richard Earnest, 1920-1984





Author Beltrami, Eugenio, 1835-1900





Author Benedetti, Carlo, 1921-2015
Title Scritti scelti
Place Roma
Publisher Dipartimento di statistica, probabilita e statistiche applicate Universita
degli studi di Roma
Date 1996
OCLC ID 36531680
Author Bernoulli, Daniel, 1700-1782






Author Bernoulli, Jakob, 1654-1705
Title Jacobi Bernoulli, Basileensis, Opera
Place Genevae
Publisher sumptibus hae redum Cramer &fratrum Philibert
Date 1744
OCLC ID 9623084
Author Bernoulli, Jakob, 1654-1705





Author Bernoulli, Jakob, 1654-1705











Author Bernoulli, Jean, 1667-1748
Title Johannis Bernoulli opera omnia tam antea sparsim edita, quam
hactenus inedita
Place Lausannae
Publisher M. M. Bousquet
Date 1742
OCLC ID 1820088
Author Bernoulli, Jean, 1667-1748






Author Bernoulli, Jean, 1667-1748





Author Bernoulli, Nicolas, 1695-1726





Author Bernstein, Serge Natanovich, 1880-1968
Title Sobranie Sochinenii
Place Moskva
Publisher Izd. akademii nauk
Date 1952-54
OCLC ID 4669454
Author Bers, Lipman, 1914-1993
Title Selected works of Lipman Bers: papers on complex analysis
Place Providence, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1998
OCLC ID 38409343
Author Bessel, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1784-1846.





Author Betti, Enrico, 1823-1892






Author Betti, Enrico, 1823-1892





Author Beurling, Arne, 1905-1986





Author Bezout, Etienne, 1730-1783





Author Bhatia, Rajendra, 1952-
Title In the matrix mould : expository articles
Place New Delhi
Publisher Hindustan Book Agency
Date 2013
OCLC ID 835981379
Author Bhattacharya, Rabi N., 1937-












Author Bickel, Peter J., 1940-





Author Bing, R. H., 1914-1986
Title Collected papers of R. H. Bing
Place Providence, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1988
OCLC ID 17841304
Author Birkhoff, Garrett, 1911-1996





Author Birkhoff, George David, 1884-1944
Title Collected mathematical papers
Place New York
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1950
OCLC ID 2915924






Author Blaise, Pierre, b. ca. 1717
Title Oeuvres de mathematiques, o‘u l’on trouvera les premiers principes du calcul












Author Bochner, Salomon, 1899-1982
Title Selected mathematical papers of Salomon Bochner
Place New York
Publisher W. A. Benjamin
Date 1969
OCLC ID 34683
Author Bochner, Salomon, 1899-1982
Title Collected papers of Salomon Bochner
Place Providence, R.I.
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 1992
OCLC ID 24430447
Author Boethius, d.,ca. 480- 524
Title Anicii Manlii Torquati Sevrini Boetii De institutione arithmetica libro duo, De
institutione musica libri quinque. Accedit geometria quae fertur Boetii.
E libris manu scriptis editit Godofredus Friedlein
Place Lipsiae
Publisher in aedibus B. G. Teubneri
Date 1867
OCLC ID 9299119







Author Bogoliubov, N. N. (Nikolai Nikolaevich), 1909-1992





Author Bogoliubov, N. N. (Nikolai Nikolaevich), 1909-1992
Title Selected works
Place New York
Publisher Gordon and Breach Science Pub
Date 1990-1995
OCLC ID 22003975
Author Bogoliubov, N. N. (Nikolai Nikolaevich), 1909-1992





Author Bohl, Paul Felix, 1865-1921
Title Izbrannye trudy
Place Riga
Publisher Izd-vo Akademii nauk Latviiskoi SSR
Date 1961
OCLC ID 9453389
Author Bohr, Harald August, 1887-1951
Title Collected mathematical works
Place Kobenhavn
Publisher Dansk Matematisk Forening
Date 1952
OCLC ID 3172542







Author Boltzmann, Ludwig, 1844-1906
Title Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen
Place Leipzig
Publisher J. A. Barth
Date 1909
OCLC ID 10734468
Author Bolyai, Farkas, 1775-1856
Title Wolfgangi Bolyai de Bolya Tentamen iuventutem studiosam in elementa
matheseo purae elementaris ac sublimioris methodo intuitiva evidentiaque
huic propria introducendi, cum appendice triplici
Place Budapestini
Publisher sumptibus Academia scientiarum hungarica
Date 1897-1904
OCLC ID 11370418
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848





Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Mathematical works of Bernard Bolzano
Place Oxford
Publisher Oxford University Press
Date 2004
OCLC ID 56438225
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Bernard Bolzano (1781-1848) : bicentenary : early mathematical works
Place Prague




Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Bernard Bolzano-Gesamtausgabe
Place Stuttgart-Bad Canstatt
Publisher F. Frommann Verlag (G. Holzboog)
Date 1969-
OCLC ID 906385
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Schriften. Band 1. Functionenlehre
Place Prague
Publisher Královská česká společnost nauk v Praze
Date 1930
OCLC ID 944480729
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Schriften. Band 2. Zahlentheorie
Place Prague
Publisher Královská česká společnost nauk v Praze
Date 1931
OCLC ID 944480574
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Schriften. Band 3. Von dem besten Staate
Place Prague
Publisher Královská česká společnost nauk v Praze
Date 1932
OCLC ID 944480695
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Schriften. Band 4. Der Briefwechsel B. Bolzano’s mit F. Exner
Place Prague
Publisher Královská česká společnost nauk v Praze
Date 1935
OCLC ID 944480696
Author Bolzano, Bernard, 1781-1848
Title Schriften. Band 5. Geometrische Arbeiten
Place Prague




Author Bompiani, Enrico, 1889-1975
Title Opere scelte
Place Roma
Publisher Unione matematica italiana
Date 1978
OCLC ID 8614848
Author Boole, George, 1815-1864





Author Boole, George, 1815-1864
Title Collected logical works
Place La Salle, Ill
Publisher Open Court Pub. Co.
Date 1952
OCLC ID 231394
Author Boole, George, 1815-1864





Author Boole, Mary Everest, 1832-1916
Title Collected works
Place London
Publisher The C. W. Daniel Co.
Date 1931
OCLC ID 2755344
Author Boole, Mary Everest, 1832-1916
Title A Boolean anthology: selected writings of Mary Boole on mathematical
education
Place Derby










Author Borel, Armand, 1923-2003





Author Borel, Emile Felix Edouard Justin, 1871-1956
Title Les lendemains de l’intégrale : lettres à Émile Borel / Henri Lebesgue ;
éditées par Bernard Bru et Pierre Dugac ; avec une étude inédite de





Author Borel, Emile Felix Edouard Justin, 1871-1956
Title Oeuvres de Emile Borel
Place Paris
Publisher Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
Date 1972
OCLC ID 1235906
Author Borel, Emile Felix Edouard Justin, 1871-1956






Author Borsuk, Karol, 1905-1982
Title Collected papers : Karol Borsuk
Place Warszawa
Publisher PWN / olish Scientific Publishers
Date 1983
OCLC ID 10912711
Author Bossut, Charles, 1730-1814
Title Memoires de mathematiques, concernant la naviation, l’astronomie physique,
l’histoire etc
Place Paris
Publisher Chez Firmin Didot
Date 1812
OCLC ID 17251907






Author Box, George E. P., 1919-2013
Title Collected works of George E. P. Box
Place Belmont, Calif
Publisher Wadsworth Advanced Books & Software
Date 1985
OCLC ID 11068988
Author Box, George E. P., 1919-2013
Title George Box on quality and discovery: selected works by G.E.P. Box on quality,
experimental design, control and robustness
Place New York




Author Bradwardine, Thomas, Abp. of Canterbury, ca.1295-1349
Title Thomæ Bradwardini Archiepiscopi olim Cantuariensis, De causa Dei, contra
Pelagium, et De virtute causarum, ad suos Mertonenses, libri tres: iussu
reverendiss.
Place Londini
Publisher Ex officina Nortoniana apud Ioannem Billivm.
Date 1618
OCLC ID 606522938
Author Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601
Title Tychonis Brahe Dani Opera omnia
Place Hauniae
Publisher in Libraria Gyldendaliana
Date 1913-1929
OCLC ID 1578129






Author Brendel, Johann Gottfried, 1712-1758
Title Opusculorum mathematici et medici argumenti...Curante et praefationem
adornante Henrico Augusto Wrisberg
Place Goettingae
Publisher Apud Victorin. Bossiegel
Date 1769-1775
OCLC ID 22265855
Author Brillinger, David, 1937-






Author Brioschi, Francesco, 1824-1897





Author Brioschi, Francesco, 1824-1897












Author Brouwer, L. E. J. (Luitzen Egbertus Jan), 1881-1966





Author Buchi, J. Richard, 1924-1984












Author Burnside, William, 1852-1927
Title The collected papers of William Burnside
Place Oxford ; New York
Publisher Oxford University Press
Date 2004
OCLC ID 59457506






Author Calderon, Alberto P., 1920-1998
Title Selected Papers of Alberto P. Calderón with Commentary
Place Providence, RI
Publisher American Mathematical Society
Date 2008
OCLC ID 182662781
Author Calugareanu, Gheorghe, 1902-1976
Title Opere alese = Selected works
Place Bucuresti
Publisher Editura Academiei Romane
Date 1992
OCLC ID 30138125
Author Camus, Charles Etienne Louis, 1699-1768
Title Cours de mathematique
Place Paris
Publisher Chez Ballard fils
Date 1749-1752
OCLC ID 24031496
Author Candido, Giacomo, 1871-1941






Author Cantelli, Francesco Paolo, 1875-1966





Author Cantor, Georg, 1845-1918
Title Briefwechsel Cantor-Dedekind
Place Paris
Publisher Hermann & cie
Date 1937
OCLC ID 5652449






Author Cantor, Georg, 1845-1918





Author Cantor, Georg, 1845-1918





Author Cantor, Georg, 1845-1918






Author Cantor, Georg, 1845-1918
Title Cantor et la France; correspondance du mathématicien allemand avec les français





Author Caporali, Ettore, 1855-1886





Author Caratheodory, Constantin, 1873-1950





Author Caravelli, Vito, 1724-1800
Title Opuscoli matematici di Vito Caravelli
Place Napoli
Publisher Nela Stampera di Raimondi
Date 1789
OCLC ID 5137957
Author Cardano, Girolamo, 1501-1576
Title Opera omnia: tam havtenvs excvsa / cura Caroli Sponii
Place Lvgdvni




Author Carleman, Torsten, 1892-1949
Title Edition complete des articles de Torsten Carleman / publie par l’Institut
mathematique Mittag-Leffler avec l’appui du Conseil national suedois pour





Author Carnot, Lazare Nicolas Marguerite, comte, 1753-1823





Author Carroll, Lewis, 1832-1898
Title Mathematical pamphlets of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson and related pieces
Place New York
Publisher Lewis Carroll Society of North America
Date 1994
OCLC ID 30624623
Author Cartan, Elie, 1869-1951





Author Cartan, Elie, 1869-1951
Title Oeuvres completes
Place Paris




Author Cartan, Elie, 1869-1951





Author Cartan, Elie, 1869-1951
Title Elie Cartan-Albert Einstein : letters on absolute parallelism, 1929-1932
Place Princeton
Publisher Princeton University Press
Date 1979
OCLC ID 5523912
Author Cartan, Henri Paul, 1904-2008





Author Cartan, Henri Paul, 1904-2008











Author Castelnuovo, Guido, 1865-1952
Title Opere matematiche : memorie e note
Place Roma










Author Cataldi, Pietro Antonio, 1552-1626
Title Pratica aritmetica : Data hora in luce da Perito Annotio [pseud.]
Place Bologna
Publisher Presso gli Heredi di G. Rossi
Date 1602-1617
OCLC ID 29271961
Author Cauchy, Augustin Louis, baron, 1789-1857





Author Cavailles, Jean, 1903-1944











Author Cavalieri, Bonaventura, 1598-1647
Title Geometria degli indivisibili di Bonaventura Cavalieri
Place Torino




Author Cavalieri, Bonaventura, 1598-1647





Author Cayley, Arthur, 1821-1895
Title Collected mathematical papers of Arthur Cayley
Place New York
Publisher Johnson Reprint Corp.
Date 1963
OCLC ID 2222426
Author Cayley, Arthur, 1821-1895

















Author Chakalov, Liubomir, 1886-1963
Title Suchineniia : Liuvomir Chakalov
Place Sofiia




Author Chakravarti, Gurugovinda, 1905-1938
Title Selected works of Gurugovinda Chakravarti on ancient and medieval Indian
mathematics
Place Kolkata
Publisher Vivekananda Book Centre
Date 2014
OCLC ID 942846254
Author Chaplygin, Sergei Alekseevich, 1869-1942
Title Izbrannye trudy po mekhanike i matematike
Place Moskva
Publisher Gos. izd-vo tekhniko-teoret. litryf
Date 1954
OCLC ID 1264741
Author Chaplygin, Sergei Alekseevich, 1869-1942






Author Chaplygin, Sergei Alekseevich, 1869-1942
Title Sobranie sochinenii
Place Moskva
Publisher Gos. izd-vo tekhniko-teoret. litry
Date 1948-1950
OCLC ID 641123046
Author Chebotarev, Nikolai Gigor’evich, 1894-1947
Title Sobranie sochinenii
Place Moskva




Author Chebyshev, Pafnutii L’vovich, 1821-1894
Title Oeuvres de P. L. Tehebychef
Place St. Petersbourg
Publisher Commissionaires de l’Academie Imperiale de Sciences
Date 1899-1907
OCLC ID 15654747
Author Chebyshev, Pafnutii L’vovich, 1821-1894
Title Polnoe sobranie sochinenii
Place Moskva
Publisher Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR
Date 1944-1951
OCLC ID 4669432
Author Chebyshev, Pafnutii L’vovich, 1821-1894
Title Oeuvres de P. L. Tchebychef
Place New York
Publisher Chelsea Pub. Co
Date 1962
OCLC ID 1235947
Author Chebyshev, Pafnutii L’vovich, 1821-1894
Title Izbrannye matematicheskie trudy
Place Moskva
Publisher Ogiz. Gos. izd. tekhniko teoreticheskoi literatury
Date 1946
OCLC ID 13466559
Author Chebyshev, Pafnutii L’vovich, 1821-1894
Title Izbrannye trudy
Place Moskva
Publisher Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR
Date 1955
OCLC ID 9615984
Author Chelini, Domenico, 1802-1878.







Author Chen, Jiangong, 1893-1971
Title Chen Jian’gong wen ji
Place Beijing
Publisher Ke xue chu ban she
Date 1981
OCLC ID 17049635
Author Chen, K.-T. (Kuo-Tsai), 1923-1987





Author Chern, Shiing-Shen, 1911-2004











Author Chern, Shiing-Shen, 1911-2004





Author Chern, Shiing-Shen, 1911-2004







Author Chevalley, Claude, 1909-1984





Author Chevalley, Claude, 1909-1984





Author Chisini, Oscar, 1889-1967





Author Chow, Hung-ching, 1902-1957
Title Collected papers of Hung-ching Chow
Place Taipei, Taiwan
Publisher Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica
Date 1959
OCLC ID 4105135
Author Chow, Wei-Liang, 1911-1995





Author Chowla, Sarvadaman, 1907-1995






Author Christoffel, Elwin Bruno, 1829-1900
Title Gesammelte mathematische abhandlungen
Place Ann Arbor, Michigan
Publisher University of Michigan University Library
Date 2016
OCLC ID 58060312
Author Chung, Kai Lai, 1917-2009
Title Chance & choice : memorabilia




Author Chung, Kai Lai, 1917-2009





Author Ciani, Edgardo, 1864-1942





Author Cioranescu, Nicolae, 1903-1957
Title Opera matematica : Nicolae Cioranes
Place Bucuresti
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